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Abstract. In this paper we propose a simple method to extract edges
from Polynomial Texture Maps (PTM) or other kinds of Reflection Trans-
formation Image (RTI) files. It is based on the idea of following 2D lines
where the variation of corresponding 3D normals computed from the
PTM coefficients is maximal. Normals are estimated using a photomet-
ric stereo approach, derivatives along image axes directions are computed
in a multiscale framework providing normal discontinuity and orienta-
tion maps and lines are finally extracted using non-maxima suppression
and hysteresis thresholds as in Canny’s algorithm. In this way it is possi-
ble to discover automatically potential structure of interest (inscriptions,
small reliefs) on Cultural Heritage artifacts of interest without the ne-
cessity of interactively recreating images using different light directions.
Experimental results obtained on test data and new PTMs acquired in
an archaeological site in the Holy Land with a simple low-end camera,
show that the method provides potentially useful results.

Keywords: Polynomial Texture Maps, Cultural Heritage, Edge Detec-
tion.

1 Introduction

Polynomial Texture Maps [7] are an extremely useful tool for the documenta-
tion and the visual analysis of ancient coins, bas-reliefs, paintings and many
other Cultural Heritage objects. They are relightable image, i.e. image where
the user can modify interactively the lighting conditions. Each pixel contains a
bi-quadratic polynomial that encodes an approximate reflectance function of the
scene allowing the possibility modify the image given the illumination direction.
PTMs of an object can be created from multiple images acquired under differ-
ent incident light directions, without specific hardware (low-end digital camera
provides enough resolution to produce good PTMs, and almost any type of light
source can be used). Several applications of this technique have been proposed,
mainly in the field of Cultural Heritage [9,2,3], where this type of image and
other similar ones [5] have demonstrated to be very useful for analysis purposes.

PTM data can be visualized with ad-hoc software packages, that we describe
in the next, allowing the interactive relighting of the scene that can be used to
find the best way to discover relevant information. Specific methods to enhance
structures using multiple light information have been proposed as well [10].
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2 Polynomial Texture Maps: Acquisition and
Interpretation

A PTM can be generated using different light directions sampling. From this set
of photos, the coefficients (a0, . . . , a5) of a bi-quadratic polynomial expressing
the reflectance properties of the image can be estimated. This polynomial is in
the form:

L(lu, lv, x, y) = ao(x, y) + a1(x, y)lu + a2(x, y)lv +

+ a3(x, y)lulv + a4(x, y)l
2
u + a5(x, y)l

2
v

Rf (lu, lv, x, y) = L(lu, lv, x, y)R(x, y) (1)

Gf (lu, lv, x, y) = L(lu, lv, x, y)G(x, y)

Bf (lu, lv, x, y) = L(lu, lv, x, y)B(x, y)

where (lu, lv) is the light direction vector (normalized) projected on the image
plane (see Fig. 1). Since this vector is normalized the third component is redun-
dant (lz =

√
l2u + l2v). (Rf , Gf , Bf ) is the final color for the given pixel and the

given light direction. This type of PTM is called LRGB PTM since the “lumi-
nance” term modulates the RGB color channels. In the case of an RGB PTM
each channel has its own coefficients, for a total of 18 coefficients per pixel. We
refer to L(lu, lv, x, y) as “luminance” but, more precisely, this term represents
the reflectance functions with the self-shadowing effects embedded. Other basis
can be substituted for PTM to better approximate materials characterized by
more complex reflectance behavior, such as gold or marble [8].

Fig. 1. Projection of light vector on the image plane

Hewlett-Packard labs, where this technology has been developed, freely dis-
tribute software tools for the creation and the interactive visualization of PTM
data as well as test data, available at the web site http://www.hpl.hp.com/
research/ptm.

Using the HP tool PTM files can be created from sets of images acquired with
standard cameras, provided that the direction of the light is known. A trick to
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evaluate this direction directly from the acquired images is to include a reflective
sphere near the object allowing the direction estimation (lu, lv) from the specular
highlight. For a correct creation of PTMs of object of interest, therefore, it is
not necessary to have an expensive setup: for the acquisition we made in the
archaeological site in the Holy Land, we used simply:

– A low-end digital camera (Fuji FINEPIX HS 20 EXR)
– Two tripods, one for the camera and one for the black reflective ball
– One lamp able to generate approximately uniform light on the size of the

objects of interest.

Even if the requirements are simple, the acquisition protocol should be, espe-
cially for large objects, carefully planned, in order to produce high quality PTMs.
In [2] the problem of optimizing acquisition parameters for medium-large objects
is discussed. In our work, we acquire a set of large planar stones. For this case
we developed and applied the following protocol:

– Take the measures of the object of interest, find its center and its distance
from the ground.

– Put the camera on the tripod at a distance of approximately 5/3 of the side
of the object from its center

– Measure aperture and shutter speed under the illumination of the central
light. Keep these values fixed for all the photos, in order to have a constant
exposure.

– Take 40-60 photos moving the light source in a way to attempt to sample
uniformly the hemisphere

In order to calculate a precise illumination function, a critical factor is that the
digital camera must not move from one photo to the other. Even a misalignment
of a few pixel can produce a bad result, with visible aliasing.

3 Edge Detection on PTMs

The analysis of PTM data is usually done with visualization packages allowing
the interactive generation of relighted images that optimally put in evidence the
structures of interest in the artifacts. This procedure, however, can be some-
time difficult and time consuming, especially for large images and when it is not
known in advance what should be searched exactly in the images. It could be
useful, therefore, to use some automatic processing tools able to extract rele-
vant information and suggest, where structures of interest are located. Filters
for the enhanced visualization of this type of images have been proposed in
[10] and implemented in a specific tool (RTIViewer) available at the web site
http://culturalheritageimaging.org.

The visualization enhancement is possible thanks to the information provided
by the per-pixel bi-quadratic polynomial. Here, we propose an alternative way
to help the experts in the artifacts’ examination, i.e. not to try to enhance the
rendering, but to extract specific information from data.
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In ancient tablets or stones, structures of interest are human artifacts and
inscriptions that are usually composed by a set of lines. The classical image
processing tools used to search lines in images are edge detectors, trying to create
lines joining pixels with high values of image gradient. Edges should highlight the
important structures in the image rejecting noise and negligible information. We
can do something similar for the PTM image data: instead of processing relighted
images trying to find optimal visualization, we can simply extract edges from
the PTM coefficients and use them to interpret more easily the data acquired.

The detection of depth discontinuities from multi-flash images has been
proposed in [11], where authors look for pixels where the difference between
baseline and specific illumination is high, and use the results to obtain nice non-
photorealistic rendering able to clearly separate objects from background. Our
approach is different as well as the application: we used, in fact, classical image
processing techniques able to follow continuous lines possibly belonging to arti-
facts or inscriptions by exploiting PTM coefficients instead of by differentiating
the multi-flash images.

Edge detection methods working on standard images first compute a color
discontinuity map, e.g. the gradient magnitude, then try to follow its direction-
ally maximal lines to trace edge lines. We propose to replace here the gradient
magnitude with a measure of the local variation of the normal vectors that can
be estimated at pixel locations from the PTM coefficients. In PTM images, in
fact, for each pixel the local normal can be estimated considering the light di-
rection that maximizes the value of the polynomial L(u, v, lu, lv). The maximum
can be obtained by finding the zero of the spatial derivatives as in [7]. By solving
the system:

∂L/∂u = ∂L/∂v = 0 (2)

it is possible to obtain first the projections of surface normal (nu, nv)

nu =
a2a4 − 2a1a3
4a0a1 − a22

nv =
a2a3 − 2a0a4
4a0a1 − a22

(3)

and then the full normal as

N = (nu, nv,
√
1− n2

u − n : v2) (4)

This normal estimation, however, can be not accurate in certain cases, and
tends to be oversmoothed [6]. To reduce these problems we propose to compute
normals using a typical photometric stereo [12] approach that consists in assum-
ing the material Lambertian, i.e. a pure diffusive material, and setup a linear
system in the following way:

Nulu,1 +Nvlv,1 +Nzlz,1 = L1

Nulu,2 +Nvlv,2 +Nzlz,2 = L2

. . .
Nulu,n +Nvlv,n +Nzlz,n = Ln

(5)

where (Nx, Ny, Nz) is the unknown normal for the specific pixel, (lx, i, ly, i, lz, i)
is a light direction and Li is the value of the polynomial for that direction.
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The number of directions here used is 32. The set of directions is obtained by
sampling the polar coordinates that identify a direction (elevation and azimuth
angles) by step of 20 degree starting from 10 to 70, for the elevation, and sub-
dividing the azimuth in 8 parts. In this way the sampling is not uniform (more
samples at the pole), but the relatively high number of samples provides a good
estimation of the real surface normal. The estimated normal differs from the
real one as the material deviates by a Lambertian reflector. The linear system
of equation (5) can be solved by using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
approach which consists in decomposing the matrix A into three sub-matrix that
can be combined to obtain a robust least square solution of the system.

From the normal vector N we can estimate the normal discontinuity along
u and v directions (at different scales). If we consider directional derivatives of
normal vectors ∂N/∂u, ∂N/∂v we can obtain the intensity of the discontinuity
as

I =

(
∂N

∂u

)2

+

(
∂N

∂v

)2

(6)

that can be computed using ad hoc masks at different scales. The direction of
this edge can be computed as well as

θ = arctan(−∂N

∂v
· e2/∂N

∂u
· e1) (7)

From the maps I (normalized dividing by its maximum) and θ estimated we
can then apply the classical steps of Canny edge detection [1] e.g. non-maxima
suppression and hysteresis thresholding. The first step checks if the intensity
values are maximal perpendicularly to the edge direction and put to zero all
the matrix elements that do not meet this condition. Angles representing edge
directions are in the implementation rounded at sampled values of 0, 45, 90 and
135 degrees. The result is a list of candidate edge points that are sorted by de-
creasing values. Edge lines are finally traced connecting edge candidates with
hysteresis thresholding, e.g. using two different thresholds. Edge candidate loca-
tion with the highest intensity is removed from the list and used to start paths
if the corresponding value is larger than the highest threshold, then neigboring
candidates (that are as well removed from the list) are joined until their values
are higher than the second threshold. The procedure is repeated until all the
possible starting points have been removed.

In our implementation we computed normal derivatives using 5-pixel masks,
and supported a multiscale estimation of the derivatives/discontinuity as follows:
derivatives at different levels of detail are obtained using iterative smoothing
and taking derivative masks with increased sampling steps. The final multiscale
I and are obtained selecting for each pixel position the value corresponding to
the scale maximizing I. Results, as in the usual edge detectors, clearly depend on
the parameters chosen (thresholds) and on a possible initial normal smoothing
(not necessary however, being the normal maps derived by the PTM coefficients
already smoothed). However, for our test a higher threshold of 0.2-0.3 and a
smaller one of about 0.05 were able to provide reasonable results on the tested
images.
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4 Experimental Results

The normal maps computed with the proposed technique appear sufficiently
accurate to capture the fine structures of the PTM image.

Fig. 2 shows the results obtained on a sample PTM downloaded from the HP
site representing an ancient tablet from the Archaeological Research Collection
of the University of Southern California. Fig. 2 A shows a single relighting of the
data, Fig. 2 B the normal map obtained with our photometric stereo approach
and Fig. 2 the normal discontinuity map I computed with two-scale derivatives.
The result shows clearly the inscriptions. It is also interesting to compare the
edge map obtained applying non maxima suppression and hysteresis thresholding
on the previous map, compared with a similar edge detection performed on a
single relighted image. It is possible to see that the classical edge detection as
well as the gradient map does not highlight correctly the structures of interest,
while the PTM based method does (Fig. 3)

Fig. 2. A: A relighted images from a demo PTM acquisition. B Color coded normal
map estimated with the photometric stereo approach. C: Normal discontinuity measure,
computed with a 2-scale derivative estimation.

Similar results can be obtained also on our on-field acquisitions on the Holy
Land site. Fig. 4 shows an image created by relighting a PTM created with the
acquired images. It represents a large stone wall in a tomb, and it is difficult to
determine if something interesting can be found in it using the default frontal
illumination used.

Looking at small details and changing the light direction something interesting
can be, however found. Fig. 5 A shows a central detail on the image of Fig.4,
where it is possible to find a written text. To find it automatically, without the
necessity of searching manually the optimal light direction, it is possible to try
an enhancement filter like those implemented in RTI viewer.

Fig. 5 B shows, for example, the output of the coefficient unsharp masking
filter, while Fig.5 C show the result of the static multi-light enhancement, where
the inscription is more visible.
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Fig. 3. A: Gradient magnitude computed on a single relighted image. B Corresponding
edges detected with the Canny approach. C Edge detection with non maxima suppres-
sion and hysteresis thresholding applied to the normal discontinuity map.

Fig. 4. Relighted PTM acquired on site in an archaeological site in the Holy Land.
The quality of the PTMs computed is rather good despite the simple and low-cost
acquisition setup.

Extracting normal discontinuities, however, the fact that an inscription is
present in that region becomes clearer. Fig. 6 A shows the normal discontinuity
map computed at the finest scale, and Fig. 6 B the extracted edges. It is possible
to see lines belonging to a text.

Fig. 7 shows another example of edge extraction revealing the location of
inscriptions. In Fig. 7 A a frontal relighting shows the lid of a tomb, where
it is not easy to see where human artifacts are present. Fig. 7 B shows the
normal discontinuity map extracted using derivatives at two scales. Fig. 7 C
shows the edges extracted where it is possible to see squares and lines traced in
the stone. Fig. 8 shows another part of the archaeological site where the normal
discontinuity map and the edges reveal artifacts and text fragments.
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Fig. 5. Detail of the previous image where it is possible to find an inscription. It is not
visible using a default light direction (A) and still not visible using filters like unsharp
masking on coefficients (B). The static multi-light enhancement makes the lines of
interest partially visible.

Fig. 6. The normal discontinuity map on the previous detail evidentiates text lines
(A). The subsequent edge tracing (B) partially detects the lines of interest.

Fig. 7. A: Frontal relighting of a square lid of a tomb. B normal discontinuity map
extracted using derivatives at two scales. C: edges extracted after hysteresis threshold-
ing.

A possible improvement of the method could consist in storing local infor-
mation about the normals and estimating the position of lights enhancing the
lines of interest that could be combined creating an adaptively multiple source
relighted image.
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Fig. 8. Left: Normal discontinuity map showing another inscription on a captured stone
wall. Right: extracted edge lines.

5 Discussion

Reflection Transform Imaging (RTI) techniques encode a per-pixel parametric
approximation of the reflectance behavior of the object depicted, allowing the
creation of rendered images with varying lighting of the scene of interest. RTIs are
becoming a popular tool to study archaeological sites, stones and artifacts. The
analysis of the acquired data is usually done interactively by testing the effects of
different light sources on the rendered image. Automatic tools able, for example,
to identify automatically regions of interests in the images could be extremely
important to help archaeological study of large collections of data. In this paper
we proposed a simple edge detector applied to PTM data (a type of RTI) that
can be used to enhance lines at different scales, possibly corresponding to human
artifacts. Computing 3D surface normals discontinuity and tracing discontinuity
profiles on the 2D image plane using a classical edge detection approach, we found
that is possible to capture relevant information on the acquired data. Normals
are computed using a photometric stereo approach on relighted images and not
directly derived from the PTM coefficients, allowing a more precise result.

Lines characterizing inscriptions and artifacts have been successfully extracted
on PTM acquired by us on an archaeological site with a simple and cheap setup.

The technique has been here applied to Polynomial Texture Maps, but can
be applied as well on different types of RTI [4] which provide a better approxi-
mation of the per-pixel reflectance function. We expect to obtain, in this case,
improved results. We plan also to extend the idea of automatic processing of
RTI data, testing other types of computer vision/pattern recognition methods.
For example unsupervised and supervised classification could be applied using
the local reflectance coefficients as feature vectors in order to detect regions cor-
responding to different materials. Pattern recognition tools could be applied as
well to recognize characters from lines obtained with the proposed edge detector.
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